In operando X ray Absorption Spectroscopy data using the X ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy (XANES) analysis procedure is used to follow the ORR intermediate adsorbate coverage on a working catalyst in a PEMFC during initial activation and break in. The adsorbate coverage and log i (Tafel) curves reveal a strong correlation, i.e., an increase in adsorbate intermediate coverage poisons Pt sites thereby decreasing the current. A decrease in Pt O bond strength commensurate with decrease in potential causes a sequence of different dominant adsorbate volcano curves to exist, namely first O, then OH, and then OOH exactly as predicted by the different ORR kinetics mechanisms. During break in, the incipient O coverage coming from exposure to air during storage and MEA preparation is rather quickly removed, compared to the slower and more subtle nanoparticle morphological changes, such as the rounding of the Pt nanoparticle edges/corners and smoothing of the planar surfaces, driven by the nanoparticle s tendency to lower its surface energy. These morphological changes increase the Pt Pt average coordination number, decrease the average Pt O bond strength, and thereby decrease the coverage of ORR intermediates, allowing increase in the current.
Introduction

The nature of catalyst changes during fuel cell break in
A catalyst enhances the rate of a reaction (lowers its activation energy) by participating in a reaction or changing its path; but it is not consumed or presumably changed by it. This is the definition given for a catalyst in many basic textbooks 1 .
However, in practice the catalyst often changes slowly or deteriorates over its operational lifetime, and most often it must be activated or undergo a break in period before it becomes fully functional. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the activity of a typical Pt based (pure Pt or PtM bimetallic) oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst as used in a PEM (proton exchange membrane) fuel cell. In Figure 1 , the abscissa indicates the number of current voltage (I V) cycles carried out (0.6 1.0 V at 16 sec/cycle using USDOE protocol 2 or similar I V procedure using square or triangular waves 3, 4, 5 ). Targets have been set by USDOE indicating that less than 40% of the beginning of life (BOL) activity should be lost after 30000 cycles, if it is to satisfy durability limits 2 .
These 30k cycles are usually applied as an accelerated stress test (AST) to mimic the stress a catalyst might undergo in a PEMFC equipped automobile due to the large number of stops and starts expected during a normal auto lifetime. These start/stops are very detrimental to the catalyst due to the voltage spikes that can occur at these times, apparently more so than during the normal operation of the fuel cell, when the voltage is held relatively constant. The durability of a catalyst is as critical to its ultimate utility in practice as its beginning of life (BOL) activity. This is why it has been studied now for many years. These studies have revealed that it is the repeated oxidation and reduction of the catalysts that can cause particle growth (Ostwald ripening), Pt 0 10 100 1000 10000 Number of cycles dissolution, M metal leaching in the case of a Pt M catalyst and other changes occurring in particle morphology. However, the higher the BOL activity, the more the decline can be tolerated, even though a correlation is generally found between the BOL activity and decline rate; i.e., the higher the BOL activity, the faster the catalyst deteriorates 6 . All of this suggests that the activation process during break in might also be critical to the ultimate functionality of the catalyst. Despite this, very few critical studies using in situ spectroscopic characterization tools have been reported to study the changes in a catalyst during the activation process.
In this work we use x ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to study the early stage activation or break in of a carbon supported Pt/VC catalyst in a working fuel cell. A Pt/VC catalyst prepared in an MEA (membrane electrode assembly) is examined via in operando XAS using the XANES analysis method 7,8 to follow not only the initial reduction of the catalyst but also the adsorbed ORR intermediates existing during early operation of an as prepared catalyst. In addition a catalyst is studied after an extended period (7 days) in an operating fuel cell; i.e., in both cases without initial I V cycling so that the first MEA is not broke in, and the second can be assumed to be fully activated. and in operando conditions 8, 10, 11, 12 and even in high temperature PBI phosphate based fuel cells 13 ; therefore, it was used in this work to better understand the types of adsorbate species present during initial break in on the cathode side. Here we distinguish between in situ (in an electrochemical environment involving an electrolyte) vs. in operando (in an operating fuel cell with anode and cathode and a current flowing). With both time dependent 11 and spatial resolution 10 we have previously published in operando data showing the effects of current s in fuel and air flow. In this work, adsorbed species were identified and their coverage was followed as a function of current (or potential) in an operating fuel cell. Moreover, since data were collected as a function of current, Tafel plots allowed for the observation of kinetic trends with changing adsorbate species on the catalyst surface. These results show a direct correlation between the adsorbed ORR intermediates and the Tafel curves, and point to the nature of the subtle changes that the Pt catalysts undergo during the activation process.
ORR Kinetics
The ORR kinetics has been well modeled with the rate expression 14, 15 : i = nF k c O2 exp( FV/RT) exp( G rds /RT) (1 tad ),
(1) where RT/ F is the Tafel slope, and the factors out front are the number, n, of electrons transferred (one) in the rate determining step (RDS), the oxygen concentration, c O2 , and the exchange rate constant, k, of the rds. Here, V is the overpotential, and the important parameters for this discussion are tad 19, 20 , as the name implies, the Pt O 2 bond is so strong that the bonding involves electron transfer from Pt to the O 2 and therefore simultaneous breaking of the O 2 bond as in (2). The OOH* and HOOH* mechanisms imply a weaker non dissociative Pt O 2 bond, and therefore 1 or 2 (H + +e ) additions are needed to help break the O 2 bond. Thus the nature of the slow step on the surface, the pads, is very much determined by the nature of the Pt catalysts (particle size, shape and microstructure), because the pads is determined by the strength of the Pt O bond involving the ORR intermediates adsorbed on the surface. Therefore the pads primarily determines the ORR rate through the tad. Wang et al. 21 21 showed that the RA mechanism is fastest below 0.7 V (vs. RHE) while the DA is above, thus O* dominates as adsorbed intermediate above 0.7 and OH* below. We will see that our data agree with this conclusion.
Experiment and Data Analysis
1. Samples preparation and spectroscopy same composition for the cathode (20 wt% Pt on VC from Etek) and anode (20 wt.% Pt Ru 1:1 on Vulcan carbon). The catalyst coated membranes (CCMs) were prepared by spraying an ink on the polymer electrolyte Nafion ® 115 membrane. The ink was fabricated by dispersion of the catalyst powder in high purity water and 5% Nafion ® solution using an ultrasonic tip.
The ink was air brushed onto the membrane in several layers successively, after each previous layer had been left to dry (vacuum table heated to 130 °C at the end of the last step). The metal loading of the electrode with size of 5x5 cm 2 was determined to be 1.7 mg cm 2 by gravimetric analysis.
X ray absorption spectroscopy measurements were carried out at beamline X1 at Hasylab, Hamburg in fluorescence mode during electrochemical operation using a test bench by MAGNUM and an in operando fuel cell with X ray transparent Kapton foil windows. The CCM was sandwiched between Au coated stainless steel endplates with integrated, interdigitated flow fields. A small part of the anode catalyst layer (less than 10x2 mm²) was removed to avoid collecting data on the Pt anode. Between flow field and electrode a Toray TGP H 90 gas diffusion layer was placed. Hydrogen was supplied at 150 ml/min in H 2 /O 2 operation, oxygen (4.5 grade) was supplied at 75 ml/min by flow controllers (Bronkhorst). The cell was operated with anode humidification at 80°C and 75°C cell temperature.
without break in or operational conditioning 0d to contrast it with the second identical MEA which was placed in an operating fuel cell for seven days in the lab and then . The spectra were collected with each succeeding data point collected at lower current (increasing V) except for 0d1 which were measured with increasing current (decreasing V). This direction for 0d1 was chosen to better follow the reduction of the initial oxide with decreasing potential and time on this as prepared catalysts. The first pass was collected in fluorescence mode, with scans taking about 20 35 minutes immediately followed by the fluorescence mode, with scans only taking about 3 minutes. The results suggest no difference between the normal and quick method of collection, other than decreased noise levels in the normal XAS data mode. The numerous data points collected allow for a very detailed analysis of the cathode processes. . After background subtraction, a normalization procedure was conducted over a short range of ~30 60 eV, relative to the Pt L 3 edge (11564eV) to avoid some small glitches just below and above this range; subsequently, energy calibration is further applied to the raw data to account for and remove slight shifts in the data arising from photon beam drift or energy uncertainties arising from the monochromator. 7 To isolate the effect of surface adsorbates at different potentials, ting a spectrum taken at a potential that is low or adsorbate free, (V ref 23 the determination of adsorbates at specific potentials and overall interpretation of results. EXAFS fitting was done with Artemis 22 using a single Pt Pt path in the region 2 < k 3 < 10 Å 1 and 1.8 < R < 3.8 Å.
and EXAFS analysis
FEFF Calculations
23 are necessary because they allow for qualitative identification of the experimental adsorbates and binding sites. As previously discussed by Teliska et al. 7 , a Janin type Pt 6 cluster 24 was utilized due to its functional structure. Similar to experiment, Theory = (Ads/Pt 6 ) (Pt 6 ). 6 Janin cluster and another is generated after an adsorbate (Ads) is placed on that Pt 6 Janin cluster at different binding sites and at different bond lengths. In general, Teliska et al. 7 modeled adsorbed oxygen at a bond in an atop site represents an OH, while that in an n fold site represents an O adsorbate consistent with an O atom s preference for two fold bonding. The present in operando PEMFC results required further calculations beyond the typical mono oxygen containing species, O(H), namely di oxygen species, such as OOH. Peroxyl was modeled by an OOH species in an atop site on the Pt surface with orientation as shown in Fig. 3 .
In our previous work a Pt 6 cluster has been used most often to model the experimental Pt clusters 7 13 , as this highly asymmetrical cluster provides for all of the possible common binding sites (fcc, hcp, bridged, and atop) and is asymmetrical so that it might arise from a more symmetric cluster 25 , and yet the 29, 30 , certainly sufficient to identify the binding site.
Since the experimental data is an average over a wide array of particles sizes and shapes in a catalyst, any further attempt to improve on the model cluster to find more quantitative agreement between the experimental and theoretical signatures is deemed to be fruitless. diffusion limit) for the four indicated data sets (1st or 2nd run (1 or 2) on as prepared 0d and after 7 days operating in a fuel cell (7d).
RESULTS and DISCUSSION
Tafel Plots
The performance of the catalysts can be evaluated through Tafel analysis of the I V curves obtained during the XAS measurement, Fig. 2 . The Tafel plots for the 4 different data sets clearly show an improvement in performance of the catalyst during the 2 nd cycle. 0d1 is initially heavily oxidized, since it was run as prepared with initial potential at 920 mV. 0d2 already shows significant improvement, probably because during the latter part of the 0d1 run, the catalyst was held for periods of 20 minutes per point at low reducing potentials, during which most of the surface oxygen has been removed. The 7d1 Tafel plot shows a slight reduction in performance compared to 0d2. As mentioned above, the fuel cell was run for about a week then stopped and transported to the beamline for measurements, thus it is not difficult to imagine some oxidation or water hydration during transportation and setup of the cell causing some degradation. Analysis of the XAS data below will clearly reveal the subtle differences in the catalysts properties during these 4 runs. It should be noted that these Tafel plots reflect simply the log of the current (log i); i.e. no iR or diffusion limit (DL) corrections have been applied. The current vs potential curve typically has regions where the kinetics losses dominate, but as the current increases the iR losses become large, and eventually as the O 2 DL is reached at very high current (low potential), an additional drop in current arises. To account for these additional voltage losses, it is common practice to measure the cell resistance and subtract off the iR loss, and further to plot log[(i i lim )/i lim ] rather than just log i to extend the linear region to higher current. 25 After these corrections, the slope generally reflects primarily kinetic losses, so that a Tafel slope (eq. 1) of RT/ F = 120 mV/decade is obtained, where is the transfer coefficient generally accepted to be ½. 31 At potentials above 0.85 V and at very low current, the Tafel slope often falls even lower, to 60 mV/decade; this is attributed to reduction of the O(H) (O or OH) residing on the surface with this O(H) arising from water activation 32 . Only one point in each curve in Fig. 1 exists above 0.85 V, so the very low Tafel slope arising from water activation cannot be seen. The slopes below 0.85 found in Fig. 2 with values between 150 250 mV/decade are much above the pure kinetic value of 120 mV/decade, showing that the iR and DL losses are significant. However in figures below, we are primarily interested in highlighting changes in Tafel slope as the adsorbate coverages change, thus we prefer to plot just log i in this work, without including the iR and DL corrections which might confound or even hide these slope changes.
XANES signatures
from the 0d1 set signatures are given for 3 different adsorbates, O, OH, and OOH. The O signature shown in Fig. 3 , and reported many times previously as the characteristic O/Pt signature 7 , is compared with that for OH/Pt. The Pt O bond length is a bit longer for OH than for O, and the additional H causes more backscattering (blue shaded area), so the total OH/Pt signature is given by the solid blue line. The O/Pt signature is shifted up by about 2eV from the OH signature and has a larger negative contribution around 10 20 eV, consistent with that found by Teliska and coworkers 7 . Comparison with the experimental curves suggests the dominant adsorbate species at potentials between 401 to 801 eV is OH/Pt. The Pt O bond length is still longer for the peroxyl radical, and now the OH outside the first O atom introduces the shaded area in red 12 This feature is clearly visible in the 261 and 204 mV spectra although somewhat narrower than in the theoretical spectrum. Thus the lineshape suggests that the dominant adsorbate at low currents is O, then OH dominates at intermediate potentials, and finally OOH dominates at the highest currents as found previously 12 . Data for the 0d2, 7d1 and 7d2 sets show similar changes in lineshapes. 
Correlation of | | with Tafel curves
Figures 4 and 5 show plots of the Tafel curves for the 0d1 and 0d2 runs respectively, along with the magnitude of the maxima (| |) between 3 5 eV (relative to the Pt L 3 edge as shown in Fig. 3 ). This magnitude | | reflects the relative coverage of adsorbates on the Pt surface. | | may not be exactly proportional to the total adsorbate coverage, but the | | (magnitude not shape) as extracted here in the 3 5 eV region will be reasonably similar for O, OH, and OOH (as shown by the FEFF8 calculations) because all 3 involve a single Pt O bond. Further, the conclusions reached in this paper do NOT depend on a rigid proportionality of | | with coverage, rather the change in signature (shape) with current (or potential) is more critical. The labels on top of Figs. 4 and 5 indicate the dominant component of the adsorbate coverage as indicated from the signatures in Fig.  3 for the 0d1 and Od2 runs. We choose not to attempt any further isolation of the separate O*, OH*, and OOH* components here (such as might be done with a linear combination fitting procedure to the experimental curve with theoretical standards), because the behavior of | | for example in Fig. 5 suggests rather clearly that the regions where each component dominates do not strongly overlap. The dominant component, shifting from O to OH to OOH with increasing current (decreasing potential), is exactly as expected based on the ORR kinetics as summarized above. At high potential the Pt O bond is strong so O 2 dissociation proceeds the fastest, as indicated by the DA mechanism, eq. 7. As the Pt O bond strength decreases and the activation energy for H + addition decreases to higher current (lower potential), the RA reaction, eq. 8 becomes fastest, increasing the amount of OH. At still higher current and lower potential, the Pt O bond becomes so weak that O 2 bond scission becomes difficult so OOH appears on the surface; i.e. the non dissociative mechanism, eq. 5, becomes the pads. The production of HOOH at low potentials is well known from rotating disc electrode (RDE) experiments 33 as the adsorbed OOH* adds another H + and produces a ring current.
The measured Tafel when the coverage of ORR intermediates is low; indeed it is determined in Fig. 5 in the region where the coverage of OH* is low and then extended to both higher and lower currents. This same line is then drawn in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5 , when the experimental Tafel curve falls below this line, the adsorbate coverage is high, poisoning Pt sites and slowing the total ORR rate; i.e., when the O* coverage is high at low current, and when the OOH* coverage is high at high current. This is the more normal situation also seen for both of the 7dn scans, not shown. The experimental Tafel curve for the 0d1 scan in Fig. 4 * coverage is large, but also appears to deviate significantly again when the O* coverage increases to very low current. clearly arises from the O 2 diffusion limit; however, as noted, the increase in OOH* coverage and ultimate production of only the 2 e reduction to H 2 O 2 causes the current to drop below ideal levels prior to the diffusion limit. 
Nature of catalyst changes during break in
A more complete understanding of the subtle changes in the catalysts occurring during the break in period can now be obtained by comparing, as in Fig. 6 , the coverage of ORR intermediates for the 1 st and 2 nd runs on the two different 0d1 plot, highlighting the larger amount of O(H)* intermediates on the initial as prepared 0d catalysts.
To more easily understand these changes in ORR intermediate coverage, we show a schematic in Fig. 7 of the adsorbate coverage expected when the Pt O bond strength cases show the three regions where first O*, then OH*, and finally OOH* dominates due to decreasing Pt O bond strength, but the relative magnitudes of these volcano like peaks are different. With increasing current (decreasing potential), the O* coverage is expected to decrease faster on the weak surface and the OH* volcano will begin later and stay smaller, but the OOH* volcano will get bigger before the O 2 diffusion limit sets in. Comparison of the experimental adsorbate coverage with the schematic curves, clearly points to a decrease in average Pt O bond strength on run 2 vs 1, with the corresponding 7d MEA showing less O(H)* than the 0d, so that the Pt O bond strength decrease occurs in the order 0d1 > 7d1 > 0d2 > 7d2. What can account for this trend? Clearly the as prepared 0d catalyst is initially heavily oxidized as it was exposed to air during preparation, but this oxide is quickly (5 20 min) 0 minutes time scale on which the XAS data were acquired. Thus the changes seen in Fig. 6 reflect more a change in Pt O bond strength, on the Pt surface. We conclude that the very nature of the Pt sites is changing, namely the Pt Pt coordination must be increasing, as simple bond order conservation dictates that with increasing Pt Pt coordination, the Pt O bond strength decreases. This is why small Pt particles bond O stronger than large particles 7,27 but the differences here do not necessarily reflect particle size, but rather surface roughness or particle shape. With break in, the very small particles may be growing, but most of the particles are simply losing their sharp edges and corners, and are becoming more round or at least cubo octahedral in shape, and some of the faces may become less rough and more ordered; these rough surfaces left after the oxide removal. All of these changes will increase the Pt Pt coordination, and surely decrease the average Pt O bond strength. These subtle morphology changes in the Pt nanoparticles are rather difficult to follow with EXAFS or even with other structural techniques. Nevertheless, Fig. 8 shows EXAFS data for the indicted catalysts along with Pt foil, and the estimated fit parameters using a single Pt Pt path. EXAFS data are shown only for the catalysts at the highest currents possible, i.e., near the diffusion limit when most of the adsorbates are absent from the surface. This ensures that the EXAFS is reflecting the nearly clean metallic Pt clusters, rather than the reduction in N that occurs when the catalyst is partially 
Fuel cell current (A)
. The relatively small Pt O feature around 1.6 Å in Fig. 8 for all catalysts confirms the absence of significant oxygen containing adsorbates at these high currents, consistent with that shown by the magnitudes. Note the usual reduction in Pt Pt distance (R) for the small clusters compared to Pt foil, and the larger Debye Waller ( 2 ) factor. 28 The 2 for the catalysts was fixed to the average obtained for the 4 clusters so as to highlight the change in N Pt Pt , as the usual large correlation between N and 2 otherwise obscures these changes. 22 N Pt Pt was fixed at 12
for the Pt foil giving a reasonable experimental estimate for the many body S o 2 factor of 0.873 and fixed for all other fits. 28 around 9 for the catalysts are consistent with the nanoparticle size of 2 3 nm. 28 As expected, N Pt Pt does slightly increase with break in reflecting the tendency for the nanoparticles to decrease their surface area by rounding the corners and smoothing the rough faces left after the oxide removal. The data reflect the resultant reduction in the Pt O bond strength.
It should be noted that both the Pt Pt CN and ORR activity increases slightly after 1 cycle during the break in period. This is certainly different than during the aging process (i.e. after 10k or 30k cycles in Fig. 1 ) when a Pt Pt CN increase means a reduction in electrochemical surface area (ECSA) assuming smooth spherical nanoparticles, and this drop in ECSA is easily confirmed by CV H upd studies 6, 34 . The subtle changes during break in cannot be so easily confirmed with H upd studies, because of variable full H coverage on such rough surfaces 35, 36 and other difficulties with porous/rough electrodes ,37 . These differences highlight the different particle morphology changes occurring. During break in the particles are becoming more round with decreasing surface roughness and therefore increasing both the specific and mass ORR activity. During aging the particles are increasing in size, and the mass activity decreases because of a loss in surface area. Both particle changes result from the nanoparticle s thermodynamic drive to reduce its surface area during cycling, but the decreasing surface roughness occurs kinetically much faster than particle growth.
Although certainly high resolution TEM (such as HAADF) techniques 34, 38 are able to follow the morphological changes indicated here, they must be carried out in situ. In situ TEM 39 or more specifically sometimes called environmental or liquid cell TEM (ETEM or LCTEM) has been used to study metal nanoparticle catalysts under both gas phase and electrochemical conditions, when nanoparticle nucleation, growth, and even particle morphology changes have been seen 39 42 but we are not aware of any TEM observations of such changes during real Pt/C cathode break in. By following the strong changes in ORR intermediate coverage of O, OH, and OOH, in operando with XAS, we can and therefore follow these subtle changes in the Pt nanoparticle.
Conclusions
In operando XAS data using the XANES analysis procedure enables one to follow the ORR intermediate adsorbate coverage on a working catalyst in a PEMFC. These studies reveal the following: The adsorbate coverage and log i (Tafel) curves reveal a strong correlation, i.e., an increase in adsorbate intermediate coverage poisons Pt sites thereby decreasing the current; thus highlighting the importance of the (1 tad ) factor in the rate equation, eq. 1 A decrease in Pt O bond strength resulting from a decrease in potential (increasing current) causes a sequence of different dominant adsorbate volcano curves to exist, namely first O, then OH, and then OOH exactly as predicted by the different ORR kinetics mechanisms.
During break in, the oxide coverage resulting from exposure to air during preparation, is rather quickly removed (5 20 min), compared to the more subtle morphological changes (over , such as the rounding of the Pt nanoparticle edges and corners and smoothing of the rough planar surfaces left after the oxide removal.
The morphological changes during break in increase the Pt Pt average coordination number and thereby decrease the average Pt O bond strength, decrease the relative heights of the intermediate adsorbate volcano curves and increase the current due to a reduced fraction of poisoned Pt sites. 
